Region 3 ESF-8/Healthcare Coalition Meeting  
September 5, 2018

Meeting called to order at 9:30am at the Regional Coordination Center by Chair Dave Koscuk  
Around the room introductions were conducted, see sign in for attendance information

**CMED/EMS:**  
X-Finity Theater is looking to change their staffing model for EMS.  
Still working on circuits to the hospitals, now using T1 circuits with SFH and Bristol.  
Distributed Communication Statement re: Fentanyl safety  
EPI PEN shortage nationwide, working on SLEP  
Changes to Statewide Protocols coming  
MIH Group continues to meet  
R3 HCC helped to coordinate Narcan doses to New Haven

Public Health:  
Submitted PPHR Application, which we have been working on for the last 12 months. They should turn around a response to us by the middle of October.

Long Term Care:  
Uneventful summer  
Statewide Exercises during October focusing on other regions serving as the LTCC for the disaster struck regions.

MRC  
Middletown: Meeting next week  
CR: Meets tonight, have an agreement with Hartford Healthcare to provide Logistical support at the HMF will be working with CESI.

**DPH**  
No Report

**DEMHS**  
No Report

Meeting adjourned at 1030.
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Organization
CMHC/LONTO
S.H.O.
Saint Francis hosp.
MRC
CT-APH
Colebury Health
Windsor Heart
CCHD
Northeastern EMS/CHI
Manchester EM
Harford HHS
UCNNY HEALTH
APA
Res 3 LTD-WHP
Hosp of Central CT.
EAST Hartford Fire Dept
Granby Ambulance Assoc.
New Britain H.D., Manchester H.D.

VC/PHD
Samosa FO
ASM/REHNA
CHC/ACT
CHCA/CT
S.Windsor H/D
DPH-OPHPR
DPH-OPHPR
DPH-OPHPR
DPH-OPHPR
DPH-OPHPR

Bristol-Burlington H/Dist
Chatham Heath District
New England Home Care